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Background

 Wage inequality is a core element of the financial 

inequality between men and women. 

 Contemporary wage inequality is largely affected 

by occupation segregation, and the devaluation of 
feminine occupation

 The ‘value of work’ is an undefined concept, 

therefore devaluation is hard to measure and prove

 Kibbutz societies only recently began paying 
members ‘differential wages’. Their evaluation 

process could shed light on gender inequalities
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 Functionalist Sociologists: wage hierarchy 
has utility - rewarding the most socially 
necessary and demanding professions

 Neo-classical theories: wage hierarchy 
promotes productivity – rewarding effort & 
skill

 Conflict Theorists: wage hierarchies are 
mirroring social power-relations.  
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What constitutes a fair pay? 



Individual vs. Structural aspects 
of pay gaps

Individual = Wage inequality between 

individuals

Structural = Inequality in the way different jobs 
are evaluated
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 Socialist collective-democratic communities, based 
on shared ownership.

 The first kibbutz was formed in 1910, and at their 
height they reached 5% of the population in Israel

 Kibbutz labour is un-waged, resources are shared: 
“from each according to his ability, to each 
according to his needs”

 Occupational hierarchy: higher status in the very 
beginnings to manual labour, especially agriculture, 
and education work

 Since mid 1980s – Economic & Demographic crisis 
leading to reforms in the communal way of living
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Our case study: Israeli Kibbutz



 Socialist ideology: no private household, care work 
is shared, consumption is communal

 However, gender roles remain: women in the 
(communal) kitchen, men in the fields/factories

 Management/Leadership positions are also 
gendered, that is – mainly performed by men

 These trends persist and even strengthen in the 
post-transition kibbutz communities
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Gender in the kibbutz



Question

How do institutions that aspire to equality, 

gender neutrality, and rationality generate 

pay hierarchies in general and gender 
inequality in particular?
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Method

 Quantitative data from two kibbutz communities

 K1 renewal in 2010

 K2 renewal in 2017

 Qualitative interviews with kibbutz officials, 

consultants and members

 Survey data from the national Kibbutz association 

from 2011, 2017
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Average wage of kibbutz members 

by gender, K1
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Wage-Setting Techniques

 Job evaluation is a method for creating a ‘fair’ 

hierarchy of pay in an organization, based upon 
concrete set of rules

 We discovered two evaluation methods

1. DOT-based production evaluation

2. Market based approach

Significant differences in outcomes between the two 

evaluation regimes
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Point –Based (DOT) job evaluation
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 Describe each job tasks & 
Responsibilities

 Set weights for each 

‘compensable factor’

 Apply weights on list of tasks, 

and generate ‘value 

indicator’

 Use regression to find ‘value 
indicator’ multiplier



Market Based Job Evaluation
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 List of roles/occupations and 

their average salaries in other 

Kibbutzim: based on location 

and size

 Individual: age, education, 

experience

 Equation: Job average + 
individual effects



Pay gaps in two Kibbutz Communities
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National Pay Gaps Israel
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Pay gaps in two Kibbutz Communities
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 Individual and Structural gendered pay gaps are part of 
contemporary labour market

 Former kibbutz societies had no income inequality

 Kibbutz ideological shifts were not aimed at women, yet they 
produce gendered outcomes

 Evaluation systems matter!

 Over time, market-based evaluation methods take over, and 
bring the kibbutz to cohere with significant structural inequality

 Implications for the future: use this case study to find 
mechanisms that reduce structural pay gap
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Summary and conclusions
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